Inefficient understanding of non-factive mental verbs with social aspect in adults: comparison to cognitive factive verb processing
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Introduction: Mental verbs denote inner mental states and are an important link between language and Theory of Mind ability conceptualized as mental state understanding. Non-factive mental verbs denote an obligation or intention and constitute a discrete class of mental verbs which are characterized by their social aspect. This study aimed to examine adults’ ability to understand non-factive mental verbs with the social aspect as compared to cognitive factive mental verbs which denote a true event.

Methods: A total of 94 participants, aged 18–95 years, were examined using two tasks measuring non-factive and factive verb processing, respectively, and a working memory test.

Results: The results indicated that non-factive verbs process is at a significantly lower level than those of cognitive factives.

Conclusion: The inspection of the way adapted to process the non-factive verbs denoting obligation or intention, as well as the confirmation of a unifactorial structure of the task developed to measure non-factives’ processing, showed that adults have a common pattern of non-factive mental verb understanding, which is based on heuristic ways of thinking and is not affected by working memory capacity and age.
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Introduction
Mental verbs: definition, functions, and types

Social cognition¹‑⁶ is the sum of the abilities that allow individuals of the same species (co-specifies) to interact with each other. It is based on a series of cognitive processes applied for the decoding and encoding of the social world. A well-known psychological construct that is considered to be the main dimension of social cognition is the Theory of Mind (ToM) ability. ToM is defined as a mental state understanding, social understanding, or mentalizing.⁷⁻⁸ Recent studies in the field of social and cognitive neurosciences have identified a series of more specific dimensions of ToM.⁹⁻¹¹ Among them is the ability to generate appropriate inferences from linguistic material.¹²⁻¹⁵

Mental verbs, as a specific group of mental state terms, constitute a link between language and ToM.¹⁶,¹⁷ The role of mental verbs¹⁶ is mainly to denote inner mental states, such as think, know, remember, believe, regret, intend, forget, promise, etc. They are associated with important syntactic, pragmatic and semantic aspects. Specifically, the senses and the connotations associated with these verbs are particularly numerous and varied. The verb know, for example, could denote a recognition in some cases, whereas a
conjecture or a realization in some others. Moreover, mental verbs have multiple pragmatic functions, such as connecting words to real-world knowledge (eg, understanding what the use of mental verbs presupposes), maintaining text coherence (eg, bridging the unstated events in text), elaborating the text in order to achieve a richer mental model (eg, by figurative language), and indicating the speaker’s attitude toward the statement in the subordinate clauses (eg, marking the degree of speaker’s certainty). From the semantic point of view, mental verbs relate to the language of the mind, as they constitute the way through which insights into human cognition are provided. Also, through mental verbs, individuals connect to their own internal states, and their notions about internal states of others can be revealed. Despite the commonality that they have in terms of their role, mental verbs differ in a variety of dimensions, both continuous (eg, certainty–uncertainty) and discrete (eg, factivity, non-factivity). In line with this conceptualization, philosophers of language distinguish subclasses of mental verbs, depending on factivity or non-factivity they indicate. Factive mental verbs, such as know, remember, understand, and forget, denote a true event, which is described in the complement clause. On the contrary, non-factive mental verbs, such as promise, agree, and propose, denote an obligation or an intention. Factive verbs can differ from non-factive verbs, in that the former implies that the subject of the verb has unambiguous evidence, either perceptual or inferential, as regards the truth of the complement, whereas the latter implies that the subject does not have such evidence. According to Scoville and Gordon, productive verbs presuppose the veracity of the complements that follow. In this class of verbs, when they are constructed with a complement sentence, the truth of the complement sentence is implied, while the truth of the proposition expressed by the main sentence verb is presupposed. Non-factive verbs do not presuppose the veracity of the complements that follow, as a speaker cannot commit herself to the truth of the complement sentence following these verbs.

In particular, from the philosophical point of view, knowledge is distinguished as the main member of the factive mental states, whereas other factive mental states such as “perceiving that …” or “seeing that …” simply represent more specific ways of “knowing that …”. On the other hand, the linguistic perspective uses the term “factive” more restrictively as compared to philosophers, in terms of strictly restricting the term for predicates that presuppose the truth of their complements. Hence mental verbs that do not follow this presupposition, such as the verbs “think”, “hope”, “imagine”, “assume”, “believe”, are considered non-factive. Furthermore, non-factive verbs differ from factive verbs in their question-embedding capacity probably because the semantic contribution of the embedded question is only the true answer to that question. Based on linguistic studies, both the phenomena of “presupposition” and “embedding” are cross-culturally robust.

Specific types of non-factive mental verbs such as the “commissives” (eg, “promise”), which denote an obligation or intention, could be further characterized by their social aspect. This means that besides non-factivity, such verbs may present increasing difficulty in their processing when the social context in which they refer is not known. On the other hand, the successful processing of such verbs seems crucial for the development and maintenance of ToM precisely because of their social aspect. In this light, this study aimed to examine whether adults’ ability to process non-factive mental state verbs which denote an obligation or intention differs from their ability to process factive mental verbs.

Mental verbs processing during lifespan development and aging: the role of age and working memory capacity

With regard to the role of mental state terms in ToM development, recent research has shown that young children acquire ToM abilities at an earlier age (before the end of preschool years where they can contemplate correctly for most of the mental states), if their parents frequently use expressions referring to mental states when talking to their infants. Developmental research has indicated that the use of mental state terms begins approximately at the age of three and continues to develop throughout the school years. However, despite their use from an early age, it seems that young children (less than 4 years old) may induct mental terms for certain conversational function, but they do not possess the ability to understand mental states themselves.

In relation to the acquisition of mental verbs, it is well-established that verbs, as content words, emerge later than nouns. The verb system is the most distinct of all speech categories because a prevalent feature of it is diversity linked with a constellation of properties, such as morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Regarding these properties, mental verbs constitute a particular subgroup of verbs. In a recent study, the acquisition of mental verbs and its relationship with working memory in typically developing children (TDC), aged 8–12 years, and in children with specific language impairment (SLI) of the same age were
investigated. To assess language ability, the researchers administered five tasks examining mental verbs’ production and comprehension. Results indicated that children with SLI had more difficulties in the acquisition of mental verbs. The researchers suggest that this inefficiency occurs because children with SLI are less able to process and store phonological information in working memory and long-term lexicon.

Using a task where children had to judge mental verbs regarding factivity or non-factivity they indicated, the same researchers observed that the children with SLI witnessed difficulty in performing the twofold computation that is needed for this judgment. Specifically, the data provided evidence that they did not infer the truth of an event which was described in a complement clause, when the verb in the main clause was either explicitly (know) or implicitly positive (remember) or implicitly negative (forget). They, also, found it difficult to reason whether the action that was described in the complement clause, following the mental verb of the main clause, could be an intended or probable event, something that is attributed by the researchers to possible existence of pragmatic reasoning impairments. Despite the fact that group differences were significant in favor of the older TDC, the researchers conclude that it is noteworthy that older TDC performance in this task was low compared with other tasks (i.e., mental verb sentence completion task with minimal context), something that could indicate that this task was extremely demanding. Working memory revealed as the most robust discriminate index of classification for all tasks.

Acquiring knowledge of mental verbs has to be conceived of as a long-term process with children’s understanding being limited compared to adults’ understanding, since adults have richer grammatical, semantic and syntactic knowledge, and also can have better representations of reality. In this light, adults appear to understand the relation between a mental reference itself and the conversational function, and also their semantic presuppositions. With regard to the developing organization of mental verbs, Schwanenflugel et al suggest that adults organize mental verbs in a continuous way, ranging from input functions (e.g., notice, observe) to output functions (e.g., decide, explain), through cognitive processing and memory functions (e.g., question, learn). Moreover, the results of the same study indicated that adults organize verbs according to the degree of uncertainty involved in the information processing system about a mental verb. Verbs in the highly certain end, such as know, ranged through verbs of moderate uncertainty, such as think, to verbs of high uncertainty, such as guess. The verbs toward the uncertain end seemed to be also rated as relying more heavily on inference and requiring information less readily available for their processing than other verbs.

With regard to the potential effects of age on lifespan development of mental verb processing and organization, the language in old age has been an active research area, in a broader level. At least six well-developed theories of cognitive aging and the respective empirical research suggest that age is negatively associated with specific aspects of language processing, mainly due to age-related cognitive declines and/or sensory reductions, such as resource deficits, general slowing, inhibition deficits, transmission deficits, declining working memory, and/or sensory/perceptual deficits.

Among linguistic deficiencies related to aging, interpretation of syntactically complex sentences and sentence comprehension when the sentence is given in negative form seem prominent. A possible explanation of negation-related deficiencies of older adults is that impaired frontal white matter systems which support executive control abilities such as working memory are required for accurate processing of sentential negation. Moreover, potential impairment of the left perisylvian language areas and the left inferior parietal cortex could also explain the same deficiency. Nevertheless, besides language aging, behavioral and neurophysiological research in adults explicitly indicates costly processing of sentences including negation compared to their affirmative counterparts.

Among psychological constructs and functions, it is well-established that a cognitive function that plays a crucial role in language processing is working memory. Kemper and Kentes argue that language and other cognitive functions share the same working memory capacity resources, usually measured with traditional span tasks. Waters and Caplan, however, argue for a specific working memory component that is specialized for online interpretive processing of sentences (i.e., resolving syntactic structure and the meaning of the sentence), is not seriously affected by age, and is not related to traditional memory span measures. On the other hand, from the standpoint of this theory, traditional measures of working memory span are related to conscious and controlled post-interpretive processes that are involved only in offline tasks (i.e., plausibility judgments) and that are affected by memory processes. Interestingly, recent studies on this field resulted in evidence that argues against language-independent working memory effects in sentence processing.

**Present study**

This study was designed to examine adults’ ability to understand the indeterminate “nature” of non-factive mental verbs with the social aspect, as compared to their ability to
process cognitive factives. Moreover, the study aimed to investigate the effects of age and working memory capacity on this ability.

Given the indeterminate “nature” of non-factive mental verbs with social aspect, the first hypothesis of the study was that performance of adults in non-factive verb understanding, as the ability to draw inferences from this type of verbs, should be lower from their ability to draw inferences from factive mental verbs (Hypothesis 1a).

At a qualitative level, due to the general human preference for decreasing uncertainty inherent in life and solving problems,11,58 it was expected that potential wrong inferences from non-factive mental verbs might be classified according to the consistency with which the action of the verb of the complement clause was wrongly attributed only to a particular person of the two persons mentioned in the main clause (Hypothesis 1b). In other words, the human need for eliminating uncertainty in combination with high demands in processing might lead adults to adopt heuristic ways of thinking to draw inferences from non-factive verbs with the social aspect.

Due to age-related deficiencies and the cognitively costly processing of sentential negation, it was assumed that performance of adults in non-factive verb understanding should be reduced when the verbs are given in negative form as compared to affirmation. The same was expected for factive verb understanding (Hypothesis 1c).

Due to high-level demands of cognitive processing of non-factive mental verbs, it was hypothesized that their understanding should be negatively affected by age (Hypothesis 2).

Based on the aforementioned theories of the relationship between working memory, language, and sentence comprehension, it was assumed that understanding of non-factive mental verbs with social aspect, as a post-interpretive process of drawing inference from such a verb, could be positively affected by working memory capacity measured as working memory span (Hypothesis 3).

To examine the hypotheses of the study, two tasks, developed in the Greek language to measure mental verb understanding as the ability to draw inferences from mental verbs, were used. The first one was designed to examine the ability to draw inferences from non-factive mental verbs which denote an obligation or intention, given either in affirmation or negation. The social aspect of these verbs becomes obvious in this task because each mental verb is put into the main clause, followed by a complement one. The subject of the complement clause, which is not explicitly given, cannot be determined since the social context in which the communication takes place is not known. Hence, it could be identified either with the subject of the main clause or with the person to whom the mental verb of the main clause is addressed. In other words, in the Greek language, in which the verb of the complement clause is given in the singular and the subject of this clause is omitted, there is ambiguity concerning the subject of the complement clause in terms of which of the two persons involved in the main clause is the subject of the complement clause [e.g., “Petros proposed Nikos to travel later”]. In Greek, the subject of the complement clause “to travel (in singular) later” could be either Petros or Nikos. Similar ambiguity, when the verb “propose” indicates intention, is also found in English [e.g., “What do you propose to do now?”. The subject of the infinitive clause (we, you, etc.) should be inferred from the context in which the sentence containing the infinitive occurs]. While there is not much research on the specific type of non-factive verbs, the existing literature on the cross-lingual use of factive and non-factive verbs suggests that there are cross-linguistic regularities which reflect a common underlying conceptual structure for verbs meaning “Know” (factives) and verbs meaning “think” (non-factives).32,34

Another task was designed to examine the ability to draw inferences from factive mental verbs which denote knowing or not knowing something, that is, to draw implications that the event described in the complement clause is true or not. They are given either in the affirmative form or negation (see details for the two tasks in the Methods section as well as in the Appendix in the Supplementary materials).

To examine Hypothesis 3, a task designed to test the functions of the central executive component of working memory was used. Taking into account that frontal systems supporting executive function are involved in linguistic deficiencies with age and sentence comprehension, we decided to use such a task because we were interested to measure the ability of the supervisory system of working memory to control the flow of information from and to its slave systems that can be involved in mental verb processing, namely the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and the episodic buffer.99

**Methods**

**Participants**

The sample comprised 94 adults from Greece, who participated voluntarily in the study. With regard to the age of the participants, they were divided into three broad age groups: young adults, middle-aged adults, and older adults (in fact,
this age group consisted of two subgroups, the young-old adults and the old-old adults) (see Table 1). Participants were almost equally distributed in each one of the age groups in terms of their gender, $\chi^2(3, 94)=0.31$, $P>0.05$. Regarding the educational level, due to the inclusion of eight very old persons (old-old adults) in the older adult group, irrespective of their educational level, as well as to the fact that low educational level was not represented in young and middle-aged participants, the age groups differed significantly: young adults and middle-aged adults were of higher educational levels, as compared to older participants (young-old and old-old adults), $\chi^2(9, 94)=34.51$, $P<0.001$ (see Table 1).

The sample of the 94 participants was the final one, after the exclusion of persons who met the exclusionary criteria used in the study. Exclusionary criteria for all participants were the presence of uncorrected hearing or visual loss, and a history of mental illness or substance abuse. Additional exclusion criteria for the older adult participants were a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of less than 27\textsuperscript{60,61} and a Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) – 15 scores of more than eight.\textsuperscript{62,63} A strict criterion for the exclusion of young-old adults on the basis of their MMSE score was adopted, considering that MMSE score of 23/24 was confirmed as an optimal cutoff level for the diagnosis of dementia in Greece\textsuperscript{60,61} (see Table 1). However, an MMSE score of less than 23/24 was kept as an exclusion criterion for old-old adults (see Table 1). On the other hand, taking into account the financial crisis in Greece, a relatively flexible criterion for exclusion of the older adult participants according to their GDS-15 score was adopted, considering that GDS-15 score “6/7” was confirmed as a valid cutoff level for the diagnosis of older adults’ depression in Greece.\textsuperscript{62,63}

### Measures

**Social Mental Verb Understanding Task (SMVUT)**

The task was developed by Natsopoulos\textsuperscript{22,64} as a part of a broad battery aiming at examining different aspects of ToM. It was designed to examine a person’s ability to draw inferences from non-factive mental verbs with the social aspect. It includes three non-factive mental verbs (promise, propose, agree). All the linguistic constructions with these verbs complied with the same syntactic pattern: the main clause verb was in past tense in indicative mood (third person singular), and the dependent clause verb in past tense in the finite subjunctive mood (third person singular) introduced by the particle “na”. In all constructions, the agent (the grammatical subject) of the main clause was a proper name in the nominative case (the X) and the addressee (the grammatical object)
in the accusative case (the Y). In all the dependent clauses the agent (the grammatical subject) is omitted (dropped) in Greek in reported speech (see the example below and the sample of the linguistic constructions provided in the Appendix in the Supplementary materials). Thus, the reader in order to figure out who might be the potential agent of the “intended action” reported by the dependent clause verb, ie, the grammatical subject (the X – the speaker) or the grammatical object (the Y – the addressee) or both, she has to exploit syntactic cues and take into account social world knowledge (how “propositions”, “promises”, and “agreements” implicate mutually binding obligations in everyday interpersonal relations).

An example item is the following:

“Pavlos proposed Tasos to travel later.
Who might have traveled later?
1a. Tasos (the Y)
1b. Pavlos (the X)
1c. I cannot decide who might have traveled later.”

Cognitive Mental Verb Understanding Task (CMVUT)

It was also developed by Natsopoulos22,64 as “control task” for the SMVUT. Specifically, the CMVUT was designed to examine a person’s ability to draw inferences from factive mental verbs. It includes three cognitive mental verbs (know, remember, forget). The syntactic pattern of the linguistic constructions with the factive verb forms was different from that with the non-factive verbs. The main clause verbs for “forget” and “remember” in affirmative and negative forms were in past tense in indicative mood (third person singular) followed by a dependent clause with a transitive verb in subjunctive mood (third person singular) introduced with the particle “na” also in past tense. The agent of the main clause verb (the grammatical subject) was also the agent of the dependent clause transitive verb which reported an action or a result brought out positive or negative, respectively. In the case of the verb “know”, the dependent clause was introduced by the particle “that” and served as the grammatical object (nominal) of the main clause (cf. sampling in the Appendix in the Supplementary materials).

An example item of the task is the following:

“Chrisanthi did not remember to pay the mortgage installment.
Is it true that:
1. the mortgage installment was not paid
2. the mortgage installment might have not been paid
3. the mortgage installment was paid.”

The 24 (12 and 12) stimulilinguistic constructions of the SMVUT and CMVUT (two instances in affirmative and two in negative pattern for each verb) were presented in a written form one at a time to the examinee in a pseudo-randomized order with a restriction: no constructions of the same pattern were allowed to follow consecutively. The examinee, after reading carefully each construction with the non-factive verbs, had to choose who might perform the action stated by the dependent clause verb by circling one of the three choices: (a), (b), and (c). The correct answer – which was only the one that assigned both as agents of the action stated by the dependent clause, ie, “(c) I cannot decide who might have invited a lot of friends” – for each linguistic construction is credited with “1” point. Thus, the score for each non-factive verb given in the affirmative or the negative form only could range from “0” to “2” points.

For the factive cognition mental verbs, the examinee had to choose also by circling the answer she/he judged correct. The correct answer, ie, “(a) the mortgage installment was not paid”, is credited with “1” and all other answers are scored with “0”. Thus, the score for each verb given in the affirmative or the negative form only could range from “0” to “2”.

Working memory task: Short-Term Retention and Processing Task: Central Executive Functions (STRPT: CEF)

The task involves a listening recall paradigm. An example item is the following:

“Goldfish have fur.
Correct response: false/fur.”

The task was designed based on the working memory battery of Pickering and Gathercole,65 to test the functions of the central executive component of working memory. Previous research demonstrated very good psychometric properties66 of the task. Participants are asked to listen to a sentence and then judge whether its content is true or false. After doing so for all sentences in a set, they have to repeat the last word of all sentences in the serial order they were presented in the set. Each span includes six trials, and if they answer four correctly, they advance to the next span level. If they answer three or fewer out of six trials incorrectly, the test is discontinued. The variable of interest is the largest span achieved. This task is a dual-processing task and is administered to assess storage capacity and dual processing67 of verbal information. For the present study, a total score for working memory capacity was estimated depending on the span level that the participant reached. Thus, the score for the task could range from “1” to “9”.

Procedure

Participants were examined on an individual basis, in two sessions, in a place of their choice, while ensuring that
every session was conducted in a quiet environment with no interruptions during the testing. Each session lasted approximately 120 minutes. All participants were examined by the same researcher (Nazlidou). The test was more time-consuming for old-old adult participants because of their need to take frequent breaks.

Ethical standards
The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. After reviewing the research protocol the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki confirmed that all ethical guidelines for research on human subjects were followed.

At the beginning of each experimental session, participants were informed that the study was voluntary and they could withdraw from the study any time they wanted without providing any further explanation, and their responses would be kept confidential. All participants gave written informed consent. The participant’s consent forms were collected before they were given the tasks and were kept separately to avoid subject identification.

Statistical analysis
At the first level, data analysis was conducted in SPSS version 21. The analyses carried out were repeated-measures ANOVA. The general aim of these analyses was to compare: 1) task performance for non-factive mental verbs given in affirmation vs negation; 2) task performance for factive mental verbs given in affirmation vs negation; 3) task performance for factive vs non-factive mental verbs. Levene’s test was used to assess the equality of variances, Box’s test for equivalence of covariance matrices, and Mauchly’s test of sphericity of within-subject factor. Greenhouse-Geisser was adopted for correcting against violations of sphericity. Finally, partial eta-squared was used for the estimation of the effect size.

Data analysis was continued with structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques. Specifically, in order to examine whether there are any underlying dimensions of non-factive mental verb understanding, based on which performance on the SMVUT was formulated, the data were subjected to confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs). These analyses, as well as all the SEM techniques that will be presented in the Results section, were conducted in EQS Version 6.1. Because of data kurtosis, SEM techniques were performed on covariance matrices using Robust Maximum Likelihood estimation procedure. Model fit was evaluated based on the Satorra-Bentler scaled chi-squared statistic as well as on the root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA); a rule of thumb is that RMSEA values <0.05 indicate close approximate model fit, while RMSEA values >0.06 and <0.08 indicate a reasonable error of approximation and adequate model fit. Additional support for the fit of the solution would be evidenced by a 90% CI of the RMSEA whose upper limit is below the cut-off values of 0.08–0.10. However, at this point it should be mentioned that the width of the CI for RMSEA is affected by sample size (eg, when N<100) and the number of freely estimated parameters. Thus, in such cases, the values and the width of the 90% CI for RMSEA should be treated cautiously and with less concern, if all other indices are strongly in a range of supporting “good” model fit. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) was also used; CFI values greater than 0.95 indicate a good fit of the researcher’s model. Moreover, to improve model fit, we examined the modification indices, namely the Wald and the Lagrange tests, which represent frequently used statistics to identify focal areas of a misfit in a CFA solution.

Subsequently, to test the effects of age and working memory on the SMVUT, the Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes (MIMIC) modeling was used. In MIMIC models, both the latent factor and indicators are regressed onto exogenous variables – covariates added to the CFA model established previously. Thus, besides indicating population heterogeneity, MIMIC models can detect differential item functioning (DIF), that is, a statistical characteristic of an item that shows the extent to which the item might be measuring different abilities for members of separate subgroups. Specifically, to assess direct associations between the covariates (age, working memory) and the indicators of the latent factor, for each covariate, all paths towards the indicators of the latent factor were constrained to zero. The modification indices were then examined since they indicate how much the fit of the model would be improved if the paths were freely estimated.

Results
Non-factive vs factive mental verb task performance
To find out how many adults possess a well-formulated level of non-factive mental verb understanding as the ability to draw inferences from non-factive mental verbs with the social aspect, the sum of scores concerning the three non-factive verbs given in affirmative form as well as the respective sum for the same verbs given in negation were calculated. Then
the percentage of participants credited with “6 – the best possible score” was found (see Table 2).

As shown in Table 2, nobody (n=0) achieved the best possible performance as regards the ability to draw inferences from non-factive verbs given in affirmative form, while only 4.3% of the participants (n=4) were credited with the best score for their ability to draw inferences from these verbs given in negative form. In fact, only 7.4% of the participants (n=7) exceeded the average scores and were credited with “4” or “5” in the first case, while a relatively higher percentage of 22.4% (n=21) exceeded the average performance in the latter case (see Table 2). These results clearly showed that there are indeed very few adult participants who possess a well-formulated level of non-factive mental verb understanding.

Beyond this, it became clear that adults’ ability to draw inferences from non-factive verbs given in affirmative form is reduced than the same ability when non-factive verbs are given in negation. The application of repeated-measures ANOVA to the data showed that there was indeed significant difference, $F(1, 93)=31.21, P<0.001, \eta^2_p=0.25$: performance in affirmation: $M=1.03, SD=1.33$; performance in negation: $M=1.85, SD=1.91$.

To compare adults’ ability to draw inferences from nonfactive mental verbs with their ability to draw inferences from factives, the same procedure as described above was followed for these verbs as well (see Table 3). The sum of scores concerning the three factive verbs is given in the affirmative form and the respective sum for the same verbs given in negative form was calculated. Then the percentage of participants credited with “6 – the best possible score” was found.

The results showed that 72.3% of the participants (n=68) were credited with the best possible score as regards their ability to draw inferences from factive verbs given in affirmative form, and 39.4% of them (n=37) were credited with the best score for their ability to draw inferences from factive verbs given in negation. However, another 26.6% of the participants (n=25) were found able to overcome the average performance and be credited with “4” or “5” in the first case, while a high percentage of 57.4% (n=54) exceeded the average performance in the latter case (see Table 3).

Furthermore, adults’ ability to draw inferences from factive verbs given in affirmation was found higher than the same ability when factive verbs are given in negation. The application of repeated-measures ANOVA to the respective data showed that there was significant difference, $F(1, 93)=29.15, P<0.001, \eta^2_p=0.24$: performance in affirmation: $M=5.65, SD=0.63$; performance in negation: $M=5.07, SD=0.94$. At this point, it must be noted that this finding is the inverse to what was found for non-factive mental verb understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMVUT score</th>
<th>Non-factive verbs in affirmative form</th>
<th>Non-factive verbs in negative form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SMVUT, Social Mental Verb Understanding Task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMVUT score</th>
<th>Factive verbs in affirmative form</th>
<th>Factive verbs in negative form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CMVUT, Cognitive Mental Verb Understanding Task.
Moreover, based on the findings, it seems obvious that contrary to what happens in the case of non-factive mental verbs, adults possess a high level of factive mental verb understanding. The application of repeated-measures ANOVA to the total scores for non-factive and factive verbs showed that there was significant difference, $F(1, 93)=457.51, P<0.001$, $\eta^2_p=0.83$: non-factive verb performance: $M=2.88, SD=0.297$; factive verb performance: $M=10.72, SD=1.23$. Mean factive verb performance was found almost excellent, given that the best possible total score was “12”.

To examine whether wrong inferences from non-factive mental verbs were classified according to some kind of consistency with which the action of the verb of the complement clause was wrongly attributed in a certain of the two persons mentioned in the main clause of each sentence of the SMVUT, the frequency with which every wrong answer was selected for each of the three non-factive verbs in affirmative and in negative form was calculated. For the verb “propose” given in the affirmative form, the action of the verb of the complement clause was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb in the main clause 43 times and to the other person in the main clause 114 times. For the verb “agree” given in the affirmative form, the action of the verb of the complement clause was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb in the main clause 108 times and to the other person 24 times. For the verb “promise” given in the affirmative form, it was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb 146 times and to the other person 19 times.

For the verb “propose” given in negation, the action of the verb in the complement clause was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb in the main clause 27 times and to the other person in the main clause 96 times. For the verb “agree” given in the negative form, it was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb 61 times and to the other person 53 times. For the verb “promise” given in the negative form, it was attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb in the main clause 74 and to the other person 54 times. In general, these findings indicated that the consistency with which the action of the verb of the complement clause was wrongly attributed in a certain of the two persons mentioned in the main clause of each sentence of the SMVUT appeared to be at a higher level when non-factive verbs were given in the affirmative form than when the same verbs were given in negation.

The factorial structure of the SMVUT

Taking into account the findings above showing a very low level of nonfactive mental verb understanding in adults and revealing differences in understanding due to the form in which the verb is given (affirmative, negative), it was deemed necessary to proceed to examine the underlying factorial structure of the SMVUT.

Table 4 presents the mean performance of the total sample for each observed variable – subtask of the SMVUT. In general, inspection of the mean scores reveals that the means for all subtasks of the SMVUT are very low, given that the best possible score is “2”. There is also a sample kurtosis.

To validate the factorial structure for the SMVUT, two alternative CFA models were examined. We firstly tested a single-factor model of the SMVUT in which the six observed variables were set to load on one factor labeled “Non-factive Verb Understanding” (measurement model “A”). The fit indices of the model were as follows: Satorra-Bentler scaled $\chi^2(9, N=94)=19.38, P<0.05$; CFI=0.92; RMSEA=0.11 (90% CI: 0.04–0.17). So, the fit indices indicated that this factor as it was defined represented a model that did not fit the data adequately. Therefore, based on the examination of the modification indices, a unifactorial model in which two observed variables were allowed to correlate with each other was tested (structural model “A”). This model yielded an acceptable fit: the chi-squared goodness of fit test was not statistically significant, resulting in the acceptance of the null hypothesis of good fit, Satorra-Bentler scaled $\chi^2(8, N=94)=11.44, P=0.30$. The CFI was 0.98, indicating strongly reasonable fit, and the RMSEA was 0.07 (90% CI: 0.00–0.15), indicating acceptable fit for the model (see Figure 1). As regards internal consistency of the latent variable, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.82. The observed variables “propose in affirmative form” and “agree in affirmative form” were the two variables allowed to correlate with each other. Inspection of the standardized solution revealed that all the indicators had high enough loadings (>0.50) on the latent factor.

Given that there is preliminary evidence about a two-factorial structure of the SMVUT in adults, indicating that adults process non-factive mental verbs in a way that varies depending on the form (affirmative, negative) in which the verb is given, a CFA model with two factors was also

<p>| Table 4 Mean performance of the sample (N=94) on the subtasks of the SMVUT |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMVUT subtasks</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promise/affirmative</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise/negative</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree/affirmative</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree/negative</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise/affirmative</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise/negative</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4 Mean performance of the sample (N=94) on the subtasks of the SMVUT**

**SMVUT subtasks**: Promise/affirmative, Promise/negative, Agree/affirmative, Agree/negative, Promise/affirmative, Promise/negative. **Mean**: Value of the mean across the sample. **Skewness**: Measure of the asymmetry of the distribution. **Kurtosis**: Measure of the peakedness of the distribution. **SD**: Standard deviation of the sample.
tested in this study. Hence, a two-factor model was tested in which the three observed variables referring to non-factive verb understanding, when the verbs are given in affirmative form, were set to load on one factor labeled “Understanding of Non-factive Verbs in Affirmative Form”. The remaining three variables referring, respectively, to understanding of each one of the same verbs in negation were set to load on a second factor labeled “Understanding of Non-factive Verbs in Negative Form” (measurement model “B”). Model “B” was not confirmed, Satorra-Bentler scaled $\chi^2(9, N=94) = 54.58, P < 0.01; CFI = 0.67; RMSEA = 0.23 (90\% CI: 0.17–0.29). When the two latent factors were allowed to correlate with each other (structural model “B”), the fit indices of the model were somewhat improved but they still indicated non-acceptable fit, Satorra-Bentler scaled $\chi^2(8, N=94) = 17.06, P < 0.05; CFI = 0.93; RMSEA = 0.11 (90\% CI: 0.03–0.18). Moreover, the two factors highly correlated ($r=0.87$); that was also observed in the preliminary study$^{64}$ and arose a serious issue as regards the conceptual differentiation between them (see also Supplementary material $S_1$). In addition, according to the modification indices, one of the observed variables set to load on one factor should be set to load on the other factor as well. Thus, the two-factorial model of the SMVUT was found to display areas of misfit.

**The effects of age on non-factive verb understanding**

Once acceptable fit of the unifactorial CFA model was obtained, we tested a MIMIC model in which age group was entered into the structural model “A” and allowed to covary with the latent factor. The Wald test was used to examine the need for the regression and suggested dropping the regression onto age group. Moreover, no indicator was directly associated with the covariate (see also Supplementary material $S_2$).

**The effects of working memory capacity on non-factive mental verb understanding**

As mentioned in the Methods section, a total score for working memory capacity as short-term retention and dual processing (STRPT: CEF) was estimated depending on the span level that the participant reached: the mean score in the STRPT: CEF for the total sample was 2.43 (SD=0.91, range=1–5). Forty participants (42.6%) reached the second span level and 31 (33%) reached the third span level.

To examine the effects of working memory capacity on the SMVUT, we tested a MIMIC model in which memory span was entered into the structural model “A” and allowed to correlate with the latent factor. The Wald test, which was used to examine the need for the regression, suggested dropping the regression onto working memory measure. To assess direct associations between the covariate and the indicators of the factor, all paths from memory span variable towards the indicators of the latent factor were constrained to zero. The modification indices were then examined. Three indicators were directly associated with the covariate. As shown in Figure 1, the understanding of the verbs promise and propose in affirmation, and the understanding of the verb promise in negation means (M) were different in different levels of
working memory capacity, with lower memory span to relate to a lower level of the ability to understand the indeterminate “nature” of the specific non-factive verbs. The MIMIC model finally confirmed yielded a good fit, Satorra-Bentler scaled $\chi^2(11, N=94)=13.70, P=0.25$; CFI=0.98; RMSEA=0.05 (90% CI: 0.00–0.12) (see Figure 1).

**Discussion**

The level of non-factive mental verb understanding in adults as compared to factive verb processing

Although language has a serious influence on social interaction in general, especially on ToM performance, empirical studies examining non-factive mental verb processing in adulthood are extremely limited. The present study tried to fill the gap that exists as concerns adults’ ability to understand the social factor and the “indeterminate” nature of non-factive verbs denoting obligation or intention, 1) by comparing the processing of non-factive and factive verbs and 2) by revealing the way according to which adults process non-factive verbs with social aspect from young adulthood to aging. The results indicated that adults are, in general, inefficient to process non-factive mental verbs with social aspect during the lifespan. Specifically, it seems that they are not able at all to “mentalize” in this case, that is, to understand that without the social context in which a specific sentence occurs, they cannot actually find the person who might act as the subject of the complement clause that follows the main clause including the non-factive verb. This inefficiency becomes more obvious when non-factive verb processing is compared with factive verb performance, in which almost all adults appear to be at a very high level. In other words, almost all of them are highly able to draw inferences about the truth of the complement clause that follows the main clause which includes the cognitive factive verb (Hypothesis 1a).

The confirmation of Hypothesis 1a could lead to interesting implications concerning ToM abilities in adulthood: a person could make wrong attributions of mental states because she is not able to appropriately bind or integrate specific linguistic phenomena with her ToM abilities.\(^14,16,17,32,39,40\)

This does not mean that adults do not understand the semantics or the meaning of non-factive mental verbs.\(^32\) However, it seems that they are not based on content-free syntax-sensitive inference rules, when they have to make inferences related to these verbs. They are based on heuristic ways of thinking such as pragmatic reasoning schemas, that is, context-sensitive rules having pragmatic import from recurring personal experience of a situation, or/and social contract schemas, namely capacities for recognizing and manipulating social contracts, to adapt to the environment.\(^75\)

Moreover, discourse comprehension, in general, could occur through top-down processing and also by using the “real-world” knowledge.\(^45\) Furthermore, in order to comprehend a text, people tend to use situation models, which are multi-dimensional representations of the topic of the text that include information such as space, time, and causal relationships.\(^76\) In fact, a situation model goes beyond the literal content of the text by integrating the text with pre-existing knowledge.\(^77\) In this light, adult participants in the study appear to know from experience that, most times, the person who arranges an agreement or promises something is the performer of the action. In contrast, it is common to propose something for someone else, when it concerns themselves. For example, in a sentence it was given: “Pavlos proposed to Nikos to travel later”. The answer most often given was that “Nikos might travel later”, since the proposal was made on him (Hypothesis 1b).

The confirmation of a unifactorial structure for the SMVUT also verifies Hypothesis 1b, in terms of clearly indicating that adults are based on a common underlying pattern of thinking to process non-factive mental verbs with the social aspect. The unidimensional way of processing their use appears to be the application of relatively automatic heuristic methods based on their pre-existing knowledge for a specific verb, to make an inference about this verb at a given time.

Nevertheless, the positive correlation between the factor indicators – verbs “propose” and “agree”, given in affirmative form – showed that besides general heuristics, adults may use specific heuristic ways in order to make judgments about specific verbs: in this case, for example, the participants might formulate their judgments about “propose” and “agree” on the basis of their conceptualization as potentially complementary verbs: thus, when a person “proposes” to someone something in the main clause, the action of the verb of the complement clause seems to be usually attributed to the person in the main clause who accepts the proposal. In contrast, when a person “agrees” with someone about something in the main clause, the action of the verb of the complement clause is usually attributed to the subject of the non-factive verb. A context that gives the opportunity to make inferences about these verbs through an implicit comparison between them may “facilitate” the heuristic inference finally given.

Important findings that concern both performances in non-factive and factive verb processing are that the overall score in non-factive verb processing was higher when...
the verbs were given in a negative clause, rather than in affirmation, while the inverse was observed for the factives. Hence Hypothesis 1c was partially confirmed.

The finding about the higher performance when the non-factive verb was given in negation seems inconsistent, with the literature supporting that the negative form increases comprehension difficulty.\textsuperscript{48,49,77–80} Negative sentences seem to have more complex syntactic structure than affirmative ones,\textsuperscript{77–80} and neuroimaging studies have also revealed a greater brain activation (specifically, in inferior parietal cortex bilateral and in left prefrontal cortex) during the processing of negative sentences, rather than affirmative ones.\textsuperscript{80} However, based on the use of heuristics and pre-existing knowledge, one can state that when a “not” accompanies a non-factive verb, this could help and direct non-factive verb understanding via narrowing the possible answers and, somehow, marginalizing the meaning of the verb.

In any case, what is obvious from the findings of the present study is that the negative form of a cognitive factive verb increases somewhat the difficulty of verb processing. However, based on their scores, it seems that almost all the participants were able to process factive verbs in negation at a high level. Knowing the way in which adults organize their mental lexicon, this finding is not surprising: these are verbs of low uncertainty which impose low demands on information processing system.\textsuperscript{56} Inversely, based on the non-confirmation of a two-factorial model of the underlying structure of the SMVUT, it could be claimed that the indeterminate “nature” of the non-factive verbs denoting obligation or intention imposes serious difficulties in verb processing, which make less important the issue of verb form.

The role of age and working memory capacity in non-factive mental verb understanding

With regard to the effects of age on the understanding of non-factive mental verbs, the respective hypothesis was not confirmed (Hypothesis 2). The findings showed that age does not affect the ability to process these verbs, as older adults do not exhibit a lower level of understanding, compared to younger ones. Taking into account the low performance of all participants in the SMVUT, it could be suggested that non-factive verb processing is at a very low level among adults and seems not to develop or decrease through their entire lifespan. A possible explanation is that they do not use cognitive resources, which decline with age, for this processing, as they seem to prefer to be based on their personal experiences with specific situations, or on social contracts.\textsuperscript{47,75}

In the same vein, the results indicated that Hypothesis 3 was not confirmed in general, since working memory capacity measured as dual processing applied to verbal information was found to affect positively only specific verbs and forms of verbs: the verb promise in affirmative and negative forms, as well as the verb, propose, in affirmative form only. These findings, in association with the very low mean performance in the same verbs (see Table 4), indicated clearly that the “central executive” is recruited only when there is major difficulty to understand the indeterminate “nature” of non-factive verbs using heuristic ways of thinking. In other words, when pre-existing knowledge and real-world experiences are considered non-adequate to process non-factive mental verbs, higher-order functions of the “central executive” are recruited to control attention while binding together information from slave storage systems of working memory,\textsuperscript{55,59,81,82} in order to make an inference. Future research should elucidate which non-factive verbs impose additional demands in processing, in what form, and why. However, at the methodological level, this is something that introduces a limitation related to the psychometric properties of the SMVUT, as the specific verbs should be replaced in a revised version of the task, due to DIF issues.\textsuperscript{70,72,73}

With regard to a broader working memory capacity effect, the absence of such an effect could be attributed to the task which was selected to be used in this study. Mental verb understanding in children has found to correlate with phonological working memory and sentence comprehension, in general, is claimed to be affected by the visuospatial sketchpad and the episodic buffer.\textsuperscript{22,81,82} Specifically, in the case of non-factive mental verb processing, taking into account that real-world experience and pre-existing knowledge appear to be important factors for make an inference, future research should examine the role of the episodic buffer, since this component can act as a “backup store” to supplement the other components of working memory, as well as to provide a link to long-term memory.\textsuperscript{83}

Limitations and future research

This study has limitations. The restricted nature of the sample should be noted with regard to the number of participants in each age group. An additional limitation is the cross-sectional design of the study. It is unknown if the same pattern of results would be obtained in case the same participants were repeatedly measured at a different age. With regard to the instrument used to measure non-factive mental verb understanding, more verbs should be included in the SMVUT and methodological issues should be resolved. In a next step,
interventions related to enhancing non-factive mental verb processing in children and adults should be designed, and non-factive verb understanding should be examined in relation to different dimensions of social cognition and multiple cognitive functions.

Nevertheless, this study was able to indicate that adults, from youth until the very old age, process non-factive mental verbs with social aspect in a common way, using heuristic methods based on pre-existing knowledge, real-world knowledge, and situational models. Hence, their ability to understand non-factive verbs remains low enough, especially when compared with their high-level ability to understand the factivity of cognitive mental verbs. A serious implication of this inefficiency may be that they could make wrong attributions of mental states, when they do not have enough information for the social context and are not able to appropriately bind the linguistic information with ToM abilities.
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